WHAT’S NEW?
Leave-in hair color spray with anti-yellowing
effect. Enriched with cool pigments to
neutralizes undesirable yellow tones. Detangles
and improves combing, leaving the hair soft
and shiny. Enriched with CHROMALIGHT for
longer-lasting color and protection against
oxidizing factors. PLEXTM BOND REPAIR, helps
to improve hair shine; making it stronger and
healthier.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE: Spray onto toweldried hair. Comb to distribute evenly. Do not
rinse.

Free Cosmetic bag with every three retail sizes of shampoo,
conditioner or Cool Blonde Spray. Free retail display with
mixed order of 12 pieces.
05091 Shampoo 250ml
05093 Conditioner 250ml
Salon RSP £8.45 plus Vat

05094
Cool Blonde Spray 150ml
Salon RSP £12.95 plus Vat

PURITY SHAPING
NEW Purity Shaping range (medium
hold). Perfect to create long-lasting looks.
Residue-free formulas, which fix styles
without stiffening or making them wet.
Eco Hairspray (300ml): RSP £9.75
Hairspray (500ml): RSP £10.95
Shaping Mousse (300ml). RSP £8.50

NEW BROCHURES for 2020
Salon brochures are available for
the full range of Hairdressing tools
and Beauty Instruments.
We also have a brochure
advertising all scissors suitable for
Pet groooming.
Please let us know what you need.

TRI-COLLAR
NEW Cutting collar in PVC and
Polyester. Magnetic fastening
button for adjustment to all
sizes. Rigid shape and
weight to fit your
client’s shoulders.
Supplied on
hanging hook.
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Salon RSP £9.00

Pantone colour of the year Classic Blue
Each year Pantone Colour Institute, announce
their colour of the year. It’s the colour they feel
will be on trend and embodies the current
mood globally. This time it is Classic Blue. How
will you interpret it? See our blog and enter
our competition centre pages of this bulletin.

https://www.italyhairbeauty.com/pantone-classic-blue/

WIN £400 OF HAIRDRESSING TOOLS

ENTER OUR CLASSIC BLUE COLOUR AWARD
My name is Chris Forster and following a career of 37 years in the hairdressing industry working for the major product houses of Wella
and Goldwell, I have created my own company called ‘Hair-Kit’ supplying professional hairdressers in the East of Yorkshire. Whatever
your needs and whatever your budget, Hair-Kit is here to help.
So please keep my number in a safe place: -

07957 103778
I look forward to working with you and your team.

TUBE-FOR-TUBE
SWAP AVAILABLE
ASK FOR DETAILS

Aquarely permanent cream tint 100ml tube Easy to use, excellent
coverage, superb vibrancy and great condition & shine. 114 fantastic
shades, including Chocolates, Fire Reds & Intense shades.

STARTER PACKS
Pack One - 12 Tubes
Pack includes 12 tubes of Aquarely, 1 litre cream
developer and an Aquarely Shade Chart.
(Kit worth £115.00 - Save £55.00)

KIT OFFER

£60.00
Plus VAT

Pack Two - 24 Tubes
Pack includes 24 tubes of Aquarely,
3 litres cream developer in 20, 30 & 40 VOL,
It&ly tint bowl, brush & poster and an Aquarely
Shade Chart.
(Kit worth £192.00 - Save £72.00)

KIT OFFER

£120.00
Plus VAT

Pack Three - 36 Tubes
Pack includes 36 tubes of Aquarely,
3 litres cream developer in 20, 30 & 40 VOL,
It&ly tint bowl, brush & poster and an Aquarely
Shade Chart. Also includes FREE Iconic Blonde KIT OFFE
R
500gm bleach and Blonde Sealer 500ml
£180.00
Plus VAT
(Kit worth £284.90 - Save £104.90)

It&ly peroxide

OMB Shampoo or Conditioner 1L

FREE

FREE

WITH 12 TUBES OF
AQUARELY COLOUR

WITH 24 TUBES OF
AQUARELY COLOUR

It&ly cream developers
In 10, 20, 30 & 40 Volume.
• Triple stabilised
• PH balanced
• Conditioning
• 1 Litre pack size
T&C’s: Does not apply to
starter kits.

H
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0
£1U5S.5
VAT
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OMB Iconic & Sealer 500gm

FREE

H
WORT

£7.0V0
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PLUS

H
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WITH 36 TUBES OF
AQUARELY COLOUR

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
We are so proud and confident of our colour, that if after trying Aquarely , you don’t agree with us that it is
one of the best tints on the market, you can return the unused colour for a full refund at £5.00 per tube.

DERBY
Standard razor blades (pre-snapped).
Box of 100 blades. Super-sharp
chromium polymer plate.
Normal Salon RSP £5.10 plus Vat
VAT INCLUSIVE
Net £4.25 plus Vat / £5.10 inc Vat

OFFER

£4.S2V5
AT
PLU

OFFER

9
£2U0S.7
VAT

OFFER

PL

£4S.1V3AT

PLU

R22B

R101P

Standard double sided
razor blades. Pillar pack of 20 x10 packs.

Focus folding razor,
with metal or plastic carriage.

Normal Salon RSP £24.95 plus Vat

Normal Salon RSP £4.95 plus Vat

VAT INCLUSIVE

VAT INCLUSIVE

Net £20.79 plus Vat / £24.95 inc Vat

Net £4.13 plus Vat / £4.95 inc Vat

M9057
Miraki 2 in 1 razor blades. Unique
system gives two uses from each
blade. Pack of ten.

M9056 & M9056 RED
Miraki 2 in 1 ’feather’ style razor.
Normal Salon RSP £24.00 plus Vat
VAT INCLUSIVE
Net £20.00 plus Vat / £24.00 inc Vat

OFFER

0
£2U0S.V0AT
PL

Normal RSP £9.95 plus Vat
VAT INCLUSIVE
Net £8.29 plus Vat / £9.95 inc Vat

OFFER

£7.S9V6
AT
PLU

BARBA by REGINCOS Handmade in Spain
14110 Barba oblong brush regular
bristles. Salon RSP £15.00
Now £12.50 plus Vat
14122 Barba oval cushion brush
boar bristles. Salon RSP £30.00
Barbershop range featuring half round boar bristle
brushes in small, medium and large. Specially designed
for brushing and blow dry men´s hair. Reinforced bristles
give the hair a natural silky look and volume.
17608 SMALL

Salon RSP £12.00 Now £10.00 plus Vat

17624 MEDIUM

Salon RSP £12.00 Now £10.00 plus Vat

17640 LARGE

Salon RSP £14.00 Now £11.67 plus Vat

17641 LG (EXTRA SOFT) Salon £14.00

Now 11.67 plus Vat

Now £25.00 plus Vat
14126 Barba oval cushion brush
nylon bristles. Salon RSP £23.00
Now £19.17 plus Vat
14100 Barba mini brush regular bristles
Salon RSP £15.00
Now £12.50 plus Vat
14101 Barba mini brush with handle
Salon RSP £15.00
Now £12.50 plus Vat
14103 (soft) & 14102 (hard) Barba small brush
with soft or hard natural bristles (fade brush)
Salon RSP £15.00
Now £12.50 plus Vat

W I N £400

OF HAIRDRESSING
TOOLS - ENTER OUR CLASSIC BLUE
COLOUR AWARD
The Prize

it’s
easy
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e
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Shake off the January Blues by embracing Pantone Classic Blue; the colour of the year for
2020, and enter our Competition to win It&ly hairdressing tools up to the value of £400
(including Scissors of your choice from our catalogue) and a stylish award to display in
your salon. We will even pay the Vat.
You’ll be noticing Classic Blue
everywhere in fashion, interiors
and of course, makeup and hair.
We want to see how our wonderful
IT&LY Stylists interpret this trend.
So why not use this competition to
show your clients how creative you
can be.
The Closing date to enter is March
15th. This should give you plenty
of time to design your look, find a
model and take your photograph.

Don’t worry about professional photos
Please don’t worry about a professional model, professional photographer or
even what type of camera to use. Obviously, take the best photographs you
can but this is about your work and the result, so feel free to use your phone.
Please note down the It&ly products which you used and colour formula for the
final result.

#italyclassicblue

Enter on our website and on Instagram
Please complete the entry form so that we have your details and upload your
image. Alternatively HASHTAG the photo you’d like to enter on Instagram or
Facebook. Use #Italyclassicblue. We will be following this hashtag and will be
able to upload your entry to our voting gallery on facebook. Follow us and tag
us at @italyhairuk. You can enter as many times as you like.

Nice to have but not essential to entering
We’d love to see how you are getting on with creating your look so if you wish
to film, photograph or document your process from concept to completion
please do. Feel free to tag us in your stories or photographs on Instagram at @
italyhairuk. We will share your content on our social media.

www.italyhairbeauty.com

@italyhairuk

open your phone
camera and scan

Classic blue as a shade, formula ideas.
Classic blue is a mid-tone blue not quite navy. To create a blue look with IT&LY Hair Fashion we have various blue tone colours you
can use. The most obvious two are Blossom Blue Lagoon and Denim toner from the Oh My Blonde range. However, you may also
wish to look at the B ranges in Aquarely and Colorly 2020 to create darker hues; use mixed into lighter shades such as 11ap. Or use
Riflessi in Nero or Silver to mix with your Blossom shade to create darker and more subdued tones. The hair will need to be prelightened to acheive a blue shade. We recomend Oh My Blonde Iconic. If you’d like any advice on how to create the right shade on
your model, our technical team are excited to help. Check out our Pantone Classic Blue blog for more inspo. If you are new to IT&LY
colour or have noticed a product you haven’t used before, we have put together some bundles to help you complete your look. Tell
your Stylist friends. BLOG: www.italyhairbeauty.com/pantone-classic-blue/

competition product bundles
Oh My Blonde Bundle

Riflessi Bundle

Riflessi Nero
Riflessi Silver
Blossom (Blue Lagoon)
Usual RSP

£21.95

Offer

£14.95

OMB Denim Toner
OMB Diamond Toner
Iconic Sachet 30g
Oxily 180ml
Usual RSP

£14.65

Offer

£11.90

Blossom Blue Lagoon and Riflessi Nero
used on our model
Classic Blue as your starting point and
Inspiration
Classic Blue should be your starting point and inspiration; read more about it
in our blog post and on the official Pantone website. However, we don’t want
you to be hampered by having to create a completely blue look. Think
about how you can incorporate this colour into a style or look and also the
mood and inspiration for the colour itself. So, you might have a directional
cut and a panel of blue. Pieces of blue running through the hair; hair up or
braided look that incorporates blue; a blend of several blues into an ombre
look; you could contrast blue in a daring way on a copper haired model. How
will you finish the look? Waves, hair up sleek etc. The choice is yours. Also
do not agonise over getting the exact shade as pantone colours are a flat
colour and hair IS 3D and moves.

Judging and what we are looking for
We are looking for best use of the blue colour, best look, technical ability, best story, most creative image or executed style of
hairdressing. Produce the best image you can. We will show various members of IT&LY Hair Fashion team both in the UK and Milan
for their opinions, so that we get the broadest input. We will also show your work on our social media and use this as a gauge of how
popular or loved the image was. Therefore, you will also be able to show your clients and peers and they can vote via facebook.
Using this blended style of judging we hope will be the fairest approach.

Rules in brief
The look must be created with IT&LY Hair
Fashion colours and products. The look must
include a blue element. So not to stifle or make it
hard to enter, you can enter a model with several
colours but blue must be the feature colour
or focal point. For example a red head with a
section of blue or blue used as an accent. You
may enter as a Salon, individual stylist or duo but
be clear on who completed the look. Rules in
detail can be found on our website and linked on
the competition page.

Share your talent and
creati vity with the
IT&LY community

2020 SCISSORS CLEARANCE SALE
TDW11755
TRI Cascade Rainbow, razor sharp scissors. Titanium
finish. Sizes available: 5½” & 6”.

TRI-4210 - £17.50
TRI Razor Sharp Blue Titanium offset scissors.
Sizes available: 5”, 5½”.

Normally £35.00 / now £17.50

OFFER

£17.50

Normally £129.00 / now £64.50

VAT
PLUS

SHAPESHIFTER
TRI Samurai Gothic. Offset adjustable handles.
Sizes available: 5½” & 6”.

PLU

Was £69.00 / now £34.50

OFFER

0
£59.5AT

PLU

TDS3450MC
TRI Rainbow Titan 500, 5” razor sharp
scissors. Multi coloured titanium finish.

TDS4655
TRI Cascade classic blue titanium.
Sizes available: 5½”

Normally £119.00 / now £59.50

OFFER

0
£64.5
PLUS

OFFER

0
£59S.5
VAT
PLU

VAT

TDL30050
TRI Zebra razor sharp scissors. Ergonomic handle,
Titanium zebra finish. Sizes 5” & 5½”.

96/6.5
Focus 6.5” satin thinning scissor. 28 teeth,
both blades serrated.

OFFER

Was £129.00 / now £64.50

£17S.5VA0T
TM31250
TRI Colorline scissors, 5”. Dark blue alloy
handles, razor sharp blades, optional
finger rest.

OFFER

0
£64S.V5AT
PLU

PLU

Normally £36.00 / now £18.00

OFFER

0
£34S.V5AT

V
PLUS

Normally £35.00 / now £17.50

0
£64S.V5AT

TDM7450
TRI Balance Slim 500, 5.25” Nickel Free, razor sharp
scissors.

Normally £119.00 / now £59.50

Was £129.00 / now £64.50

OFFER

TM31350
TRI Colorline scissors, 5”. Blue Offset alloy handles,
razor sharp blades, optional finger rest.

OFFER

£18.00
PLUS

Normally £36.00 / now £18.00
OFFER

VAT

0
£18S.0
VAT
PLU

TM31255-AS
TRI Colorline thinners, 5.5”. Alloy handles,
optional finger rest.

Normally £38.00 / now £19.00

TM31355-AS
TRI Colorline scissors, 5.5”. Blue Offset alloy handles,
razor sharp blades, optional finger rest.

OFFER

£19.0A0T
V
PLUS

Normally £38.00 / now £19.00

OFFER

0
£19S.0
VAT
PLU

50% OFF TRI / MIRAKI MODELS!
M9083ASS
Miraki Hybrid X T28 thinner 6”. 28 teeth, offset
ergonomic handle and mood stone click tension
wheel.

M9021S
Miraki Pelican Sword 5”. Handmade Japanese scissors
in 440C steel. Very offset handle, wide blade, optional
finger rings and rest.

Normally £395.00 / now £197.50

Normally £329.00 / now £164.50

OFFER

.50
£197
S VAT
PLU

M9061
Miraki Crystal Offset 5”. Handmade Japanese
scissors in 440C steel. Optional finger rings and
rest.

.50
£16U4
S VAT
L

P
M9020
Miraki Pelican 4.5”. Handmade Japanese scissors
in 440C steel. Very offset handle, narrow blade,
optional finger rings and rest.

Normally £249.00 / now £124.50
Normally £249.00 / now £124.50

OFFER

OFFER

.50
£12U4
S VAT

OFFER

.50
£12U4
S VAT
PL

PL

M9131
Miraki Angelina 5”. Handmade left handed Japanese
scissors in 440C steel. Optional finger rings and rest.

MSL500. Miraki MSL 5” offset leftie. Gold tension wheel,
optional finger rest and finger rings.

OFFER

OFFER

Normally £299.00 / now £149.50

.50
£14U9
S VAT
PL

M9143
Miraki Katana 6”. Handmade Japanese scissors in
440C steel. Ergonomic handle, stroke-cut blade,
optional finger rings and rest.

OFFER

Normally £369.00 / now £184.50

.50
£18U4
S VAT
PL

.95
£18U0
S VAT

Normally £329.00 / now £180.95

PL

MZ9812
Mizutani Solid 5.5”. Handmade Japanese scissors in
Cobalt Molybdenum steel. Offset handle, fixed finger
rest

SAVE 40%
Normally £495.00 / now £297.00 inc Vat

OFFER

0
£297.V0AT
PLUS

MZ9001
Mizutani Type M 5.5”. Handmade Japanese scissors
in Cobalt Molybdenum steel. Classic handle, optional
double finger rests

M9172
Miraki Dual-Cut 5.5”. Handmade Japanese
scissors in 440C steel. Double blade for
texturising.
OFFER

.50
£147
S VAT
PLU

SAVE 40%
Normally £399.00 / now £239.40 inc Vat

Normally £295.00 / now £147.50
M9059
Miraki aluminium shaper razor - takes standard blade.

OFFER

Normally £18.00 / now £9.00

£9.00AT

V
PLUS

OFFER

.40
£23U9
S VAT
PL

MZ9031
Mizutani Beak 5”. Handmade Japanese scissors in Cobalt Molybdenum steel. Offset handle, fixed finger rest

SAVE 40%
Normally £360.00
now £216.00 inc Vat

OFFER

.00
£21U6
S VAT
PL

OH MY BLONDE
PRODUCT

DESCRIPTION

MIXING

ICONIC BLONDE POWDER DECOLOURISER

(Lifts 9 levels)
Mix 1:2 with 10, 20, 30
or 40 VOL developer

Takes decolourising to the next level. Lift up to nine levels safely
and easily. Hair is left in great condition. This blue microgranular
decolouriser will not swell and is easy to mix and apply. Iconic
Blonde has a neutralising action that helps remove brassy tones.

A creamy lightener that feels nourishing and great for a host of
blonde services. Particularly good for on-scalp all over lightening.

Ammonia free powder decolouriser sits neatly next to Delyton,
our ammonia free range of quasi-colours. For effective and
gentle decolourising.

(Lifts up to 6 levels)
Mix 1:2 with 10, 20, 30
or 40 VOL developer

Ultra compact bleach is the ideal consistency to be used for
freehand techniques with no foils required. Use Clay blonde for
that perfect balayage and blended out blondes.

(Lifts up to 7 levels)
mix 1:2 with 10, 20, 30
or 40 VOL developer

Create a subtle sunkissed effect with ammonia free Sun Light Oil.
Use to even out colour, sweeten the base or as an all-over hair
service glossing effect to lift natural hair lightly.

A creamy bond enforcer that also acts as an extra layer of repair
and protection. Blonde Sealer tops-up the &-Plex found in Oh My
Blonde decolourisers and toners. Blonde Sealer Ph balances the
hair, enforces bonds and seals in colour. Also smells devine!

500ml
OH MY BLONDE TONERS (FIVE SHADES)
Five intermixable toners. Three neutralising blonde tones:
Diamond, Sand and Caramel. Trend shades: Rose Gold and
Denim. Mix to create silvers, slates, rose tones and lilacs.
Formulas on shade chart.

60ml

SALON

RSP

5
£15S.9
VAT

art. 05447
SALON

RSP

PLU

(Lifts up to 7 levels)
mix 1:1.5 with 10,
20, 30 or 40 VOL
developer

art. 05446
SALON

RSP

5
£15S.9
VAT
PLU

(Lifts up 3 levels)
mix 1:2 on 10, 20, 30
or 40 VOL for
5 - 50mins

500ml

OH MY BLONDE SEALER (PH BALANCER)

art. 05444

5
£15S.9
VAT

400g
SUN LIGHT OIL

RSP

PLU

500g
CLAY BLONDE

SALON

PLU

500g

DELY BLONDE

art. 05445

5
£15S.9
VAT

500g

SILKY BLONDE

PRICE

art. 00615
SALON

RSP

£15.95
PLUS

Use after lightening
on towel dried hair or
after final toning on
towel dried hair. Rinse
and then shampoo
and condition.

Mix 1:2 with 10 VOL
developer. Develop
for 10 - 20 minutes.
Achieve a stronger
effect on dry hair.

VAT

art. 00616
SALON

RSP

£13.9A5T
V
PLUS

08156 Caramel
08157 Denim
08158 Sand
08159 Diamond
08155 Rose Gold
SALON

RSP

£4.95T
PLUS

VA

